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1994 Indian Hindi action thriller directed by Rajiv.n 1 â€‹â€‹plot; 2 cast; 3 Soundtrack; 4 cash desks; 5 awards. Ben Sharpe is a
common loser. He lives with his mother and sister in a refugee shelter. But one day he decides to go to Germany by car, as he
has absolutely nothing to do. On the way, he meets a German family in a lorry that is traveling with the refugees. She directs
him to a roadside diner and he meets her and her daughter, Dora. At first, Ben makes fun of Dorda, but gradually her frankness
is accepted by him, and they soon fall in love with each other. Going around the city on their next night flight, they have an
accident. A police lieutenant is investigating the causes of the accident, who calls in a capture team, including Ilkay (Raj
Kapoor). Together with Ilkay, they make it to a roadside diner, where Ben leaves his car. Upon arrival, the lieutenant orders Ben
to leave the diner. Ben follows him in the truck and the lieutenant tells him that it's all his fault. Ben tries to convince Ilkai of his
innocence, but Ilkai doesn't need his excuses. Ilkine puts Ben in the car and intends to take him through the city with a breeze.
As he enters the main road and begins to rapidly pick up speed, he sees a police car in the distance, and Ilkien decides to take a
shortcut across the road. During a sharp turn, Ilkain's truck skids, it hits a tree and flies into a ditch, where it crashes. He has
only a few minutes to live. Ben runs to his car in a panic, but realizes that his tires are punctured. While he is trying to get his
body out of the car, Ilkain manages to shoot him with a machine gun. After that, the lieutenant grabs Ben by the throat and
begins to choke, but Ben pushes Ilkatin away, and he falls to the ground. Young people crawl out from under the truck and
collect Ilkan's body. Ben turns and runs to his car, but is caught in a trap. He understands why the lieutenant gave him the car. It
turned out that he, in obedience to the order of the lieutenant, was trying to take a shortcut to the diner. At dawn, Ben climbs out
of the ditch and drives away. Ben returns to the annex where
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